Traditional Retailer
by Tom, Tommy and Dan Clum
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Making a Strong
Case for Traditional Archery

f you are a pro shop owner, I have
an addition to your business that
could mean more to your bottom
line than any other change or addition
you might make this year. For many,
I will be preaching to the choir. The
addition that I am talking about is a
focus on traditional archery. I have a
unique perspective. I built a business
as a traditional archery specialist in a
retail store. Now, don’t get me wrong;
I would not recommend this route. I
got through the “money losing” years
because I had another way to make a
living and I was too dumb to quit when
I was behind. That being said, the serious addition of traditional archery to
an existing pro shop is a no-brainer. Let
me outline the reasons.
Number One: There is a preference for “traditional” by many people
just starting in archery.

Any person walking into your
store that is thinking about getting
into archery had the seed planted
from somewhere. That somewhere is,
most times, what they have seen on
TV or in the movies. For me, it was way
back in 1976 that I walked into my first
archery range/pro shop. After graduating from college and becoming gainfully employed, I decided that it was
time to pursue my boyhood dreams of
becoming a bowhunter. I walked into
Denver’s largest range and pro shop
and asked for a Bear Super Kodiak, the
bow of my dreams. For me, the seed to
become a bowhunter had been planted
from old Fred Bear videos. Fred used a
Super Kodiak and a recurve is what I
dreamed about. It took a very persistent salesman about 30 minutes to talk
me into a compound bow. Today, when
a prospective bowhunter walks into

your store, he or she probably wants a
compound. That is because bowhunters watch hunting shows and/or read
bowhunting magazines and most or
all of what they have seen there has
been compounds.
However, the prospective recreational/target archer who walks into
your store is often looking for a recurve.
Think about it: what the non-hunter
has seen on TV, in the movies or in the
Olympics has been recurves. There are
very few recent TV shows or movies that
feature the hero shooting a compound
bow. The prospective bowhunter will
be willing to make a much larger monetary investment than the prospective
recreational shooter. Getting into an
entry level recurve setup is generally
much less expensive than a compound
setup, so if you do not offer the traditional option (the one the recreational
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Tom Clum with a Colorado elk that he killed with a Hummingbird recurve.
Tom backpacked into a remote wilderness area with his wife on this hunt.

Tom also carried a Hummingbird recurve on this
successful Wisconsin whitetail hunt.
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shooter came looking for), you risk
losing that customer to someone
who does.
Number Two: There is potential for additional customers.
When I started my business,
my customer base was made up
primarily of bowhunters. However,
as of late, I have been taking
advantage of the traditional recreational market that I hardly knew
existed. As mentioned above, a
high percentage of prospective
recreational shooters are looking
for recurves. If a shop adds a traditional archery focus, especially for
beginning archers, it has a huge
potential for growth of its business. New archers need all sorts of
accessories to go along with their
new bows.
Number Three: Taking on a Shoppers at Rocky Mountain Specialty Gear browse the inventory of over 400 traditional longnew challenge and combating bows and recurves. Compared to compounds, traditional bows take up much less space on the
display racks.
boredom in archery.
Let’s face it: when a certain
level of proficiency is attained with a
I often get asked, “Will shooting they applied the same principles to
compound bow, it can become a little the recurve hurt my shooting with the their compound.
boring. Many compound archers beat compound”? The answer is a resoundNumber Five: Hunting with the
the boredom by becoming very good ing “No!”. It will improve it! Shooting traditional bow.
long-range shooters or competitive a recurve with good form is exactly
Since I have had a traditional
archers, shooting perfect scores and like shooting a compound with good archery business for 20 years and have
counting X-rings. What I have found in form. The entire skill set, from stance hunted with a traditional bow for over
my business is that many compound to grip to skeletal alignment to back 30 years, traditional archery seems
shooters love to add a recurve or long- tension shot activation and all move- normal to me. At first, many of my new
bow to their arsenals for pure enjoy- ment, should be the same. Releasing bowhunting friends looked at me like
ment. They may not hunt with a tradi- the string from the fingers, the anchor I was either a caveman or an elitist.
tional bow but own a few just because point or the aiming method may be To me and other traditional guys that
they have fun shooting them. Why not different. Since the compound bow have been doing it for a long time, it’s
keep those customers in your shop, reduces the need to be more perfect just bowhunting. I feel like there are
using your range? They will shoot more in foundational shooting skills, many certain situations where I have distinct
often that way.
compound shooters don’t know about advantages over my compound shootNumber Four: Learning to shoot those skills. Whenever I give a recurve ing buddies and in some cases, they
a traditional bow properly will defi- lesson to a compound shooter, they have distinct advantages over me.
nitely improve proficiency with a always come back and tell me how
What I like is that we are all in this
compound bow.
much their groups have tightened after together, even though some friendly
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give us a call for a free catalog on leather products
and traditional accessories made in colorado, u.s.a.

THE HUNT ISN’T OVER AT 60 YARDS.

IT HAS ONLY JUST BEGUN!
you can do this. we can help.

877-843-5559
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razzing passes back and forth. The traditional bow is a highly effective hunting tool. It does take more time to
learn to shoot the bow effectively and
this is not possible in the busy lives
of many people. But with the higher
level of effort comes a higher level of
satisfaction.
It is a huge jump from hunting
with a rifle to using a compound bow.
Hunting with a compound bow takes a
much higher level of hunting expertise
and an investment in shooting well.
Hunting with a traditional bow is a
small jump from hunting with a compound bow. You just need a little more
time and instruction to shoot it well.
Most people get discouraged when trying a traditional bow simply because
they are trying to shoot a bow that is
too heavy and with terrible technique.
With the proper draw weight and quality instruction, most people would be
amazed at how well they can shoot.
I bought my first recurve just
because it was beautiful. I had no plans
to hunt with it. I intended to shoot
it “sometimes” on the side. But as I
shot the recurve, I noticed how much

Space Saving
24-Bow Display

fun I was having. It broke the boredom of easy bull’s-eyes. As I shot more
arrows, I got better and the enjoyment
soared. Don’t get me wrong, I enjoyed
my compound bow very much but the
recurve totally rejuvenated my love of
shooting. Then, one day, I finally made
the decision to actually hunt with the
recurve. I put the compound in its case
and ended up killing a bull elk with my

Wapiti recurve that same year. The compound never came out of its case again.
After that, the local pro shops totally
missed out on my business. I spent a
lot of money on mail order items that
my local pro shop could have stocked.
If they had those items while I was
there buying them, I would have likely
used the shop’s range. Don’t ignore the
traditional bowhunter; the resurgence

Tom Clum teaching a young shooter proper shooting fundamentals.

The 24 bow
display
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only about
3 square
feet of floor
space and
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allow
to present
compounds,
longbows
and recurves.
Comes with
12 brackets in
two lengths
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customize
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number and
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you want.
C.W. Erickson’s Mfg., LLC
P.O. Box 522
Buﬀalo, MN 55313
Ph: 763-682-3665
Fax: 763-682-4328
www.archerhunter.com

Dan Clum with a Colorado bull elk that he killed with a Rampart recurve.
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Tommy Clum with a Colorado bull elk he killed with a Wapiti
recurve. At right, Tommy used a Mohawk longbow to take this
Nebraska gobbler.

of traditional archery has not wavered
and once a person harvests an animal
with a longbow or recurve, they often
times never look back.
Number Six: Building a wellrounded archery shop and having a
connection to our past.
It was not long ago that there was
no “traditional” archery; it was just
archery. The men who succeeded in
implementing archery seasons and
proved to wildlife managers that
archery was a humane and effective
management tool never would have
dreamed of a bow with cams attached
to the limbs. Not all archers have interest in being totally immersed in the
archery experience and all of its forms
but a top-notch archery business will.
After running a traditional only archery
shop for 20 years, I was finally able
to move to a new location where I
could add an archery range and a pro
shop for compound bows. I recruited
compound bow experts to take care
of that side of the business, as I was 30
years behind the curve when it came to
compound bows and their technology.
My experience has given me a unique
insight into having a well-rounded
archery shop and why each side is
critical to having a successful business.
The point is if your knowledge about
traditional bows is lacking, seek a staff
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member who
would like to specialize in traditional
archery. Put that person in charge and
give him or her a decent budget to
stock the necessary equipment and
accessories.
In my next article, I will go over
how to get a shop started in traditional
archery. I will cover the equipment
and accessories needed and recommended, what the customer needs to
learn, what the shop needs to learn to

serve the customer properly, the steps
to take for each new customer wanting to buy a traditional bow (especially
when the customer doesn’t know the
first question to ask) and the expertise
needed by the shop to serve the traditional archer (especially a new archer).
The following article will talk about
how traditional archery is a gateway to
compound sales and vice versa.
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